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Dedication
Working in the Himalaya and other remote, and
often mountainous, regions of the world involves
ﬁeld based geology which requires signiﬁcant time
away from home. This work is often supported by
remarkable partners who care for children and
manage the home when the geologists are away.
Sometimes, sadly, the geologist never comes home.
This volume is dedicated to all those partners.
In particular Peter Treloar wishes to dedicate
this book to his wonderful wife. Pam Nieto was
acknowledged in Geological Society Special
Publications 74: Himalayan Tectonics; 138: What
Drives Metamorphism and Metamorphic Reactions; and 170: Tectonics of the Nanga Parbat
syntaxis and Western Himalaya. In each case the

acknowledgment was for allowing her house to be
over-run by the paper involved in editing such
volumes.
Pam died suddenly and unexpectedly in July
2018, aged just 60, while the editorial work on this
book was in full ﬂow. She was engaged with it
and fully supportive. Her death slowed the whole
process up. She would have been pleased with the
ﬁnal product but, being Pam, would have been
proud of the efforts of all the contributors and
reviewers as well as those of the GSL team in
putting this review volume together.
Pam will be greatly missed, but we must never
lose sight of the fact that ﬁeld geology requires
serious sacriﬁces from our partners.
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Tectonics, Geological Society of London, Special
Publication, 74) was a great success. That particular
volume arose out of a Himalaya–Karakoram–Tibet
workshop convened by us in Oxford in 1992.
As we both neared retirement it seemed appropriate to revisit the topic matter. Rather than trying
to do yet another conference volume, we felt
it more exciting to develop an invitation only
volume to enable a full coverage of the Himalaya–
Karakoram–Tibet region which would have a very
strong review component. We are grateful to all of
our colleagues who agreed to submit papers to this
volume. We trust that ten years down the road the
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metrics will look at least as good as they do for
the 1993 volume.
We would like to thank Rick Law, the GSL Chief
Books Editor, for encouraging us to make a proposal
to the Society and Nigel Harris for a supportive,
critical review of the proposal. Angharad Hills,
then the Commissioning Editor for the GSL Publishing House, helped us through the early stages of the
project. Since Angharad’s retirement, Bethan Phillips, who took over from her, has been remarkably
supportive and efﬁcient and a real pleasure to
work with. Rachael Kriefman has done a wonderful
job as Production Editor.
We gratefully acknowledge the efforts of the following colleagues and friends who agreed to review
manuscripts submitted to this volume. Without their
prompt response, publication would have been far
less rapid than proved to be the case.
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